BUFFERED END SECTION ASSEMBLY

DIAPHRAGM PLATE DETAILS

NOTES:
1. TWO (2) DIAPHRAGM PLATES REQUIRED FOR EACH TERMINAL.
   
2. INSTALL EXPA NSION BLOCK WHERE REQUIRED.

STRUT AND YOKE ASSEMBLY

NOTE: SHOWN LEGS DOWN FOR OPPOS ITE HAND INSTALL ALL LEGS UP.

J OINTS:

#6 X 2'/" SLOT (TPH)

STRUT DETAILS

5/16 X 2'/ Slot

YOKE DETAILS

5/16 X 2'/ Slot

DIAPHRAGM PLATE DETAILS

DATA:

- 2- HEX NUT AND BOLT "Y", 7/2' LONG WITH PLAIN ROUND WASHER "Y" UNDER HEADS AND NUTS

ANCHORAGE ASSEMBLY

BUFFERED END SECTION SPLICE TO RAIL WITH GUARDRAIL BOLT "A" AND RECESSED NUT.
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2. OPTIONAL HOLES ARE FOR THE INSERTION OF NOSE EXPANSION BLOCK, WHERE REQUIRED.
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